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PULSATING THE LEASH
An article from www.blackdog.net.au 

Dogs pull on lead for a range of reasons, but the most common is that we humans keep tight pressure on the lead. 
When a dog pulls against its lead, either because it wants to get to sniff something interesting, or because it naturally walks faster than its human, 
the human at the other end of the lead tends to pull back.  When the human pulls on the lead, the dog tends to pull back against it - it seems like a 
natural reaction for both of us.    Over time this just becomes expected - the dog leans forward against the lead while the human leans back, and 

thus the 2 are balanced, one against the other, as they tug each other down the road. 

To break this cycle, we need to change the way we use the lead - we call it “Pulsating the Lead”. 

When a dog pulls against the lead, our immediate response should be to pull, release, pull, release, pull, release on the lead, making a pulsating 
action down the lead.  The first few times you do this, the dog will usually respond by stopping, or turning to see what is going on - you immediately 

then stop the pulsating and quickly reward your dog. 
What you are doing is training your dog that when it pulls on the lead this pulsating will happen, making it uncomfortable, the moment it comes 

back off the end of the lead the pulsating stops and things become more comfortable (and it may even get a treat - but not always).  The dog has 
the choice between uncomfortable pulsating, or slack lead, in essence the dog rewards itself for not being against the end of the lead.  If you also 

add other rewards when the dog stops and faces you, this will further encourage a Stop and Turn response.
The Pulsating needs to happen quickly, not so hard as to pull your dog around, and it should continue until your dog responds.  The dog needs to 
work out what to do, it is not up to you to pull the dog back off the end of the lead.  It is about creating an annoyance any time your dog chooses to 

pull on the lead, then immediately removing the annoyance when the dog comes back off the end of the lead.  
If you do this consistently, the dog will learn not to pull on the lead.  If you are not consistent, and you pulsate sometimes and not others, the dog 

won’t learn much at all, except that you can sometimes be really annoying on the other end of the lead.
Successful re-training often comes down to a mixture of Consistency and Persistence – if it is going to be successful you need to apply this 

consistently, and you need to be More Persistent than your dog (this is often where most humans slip up).
When we show people this technique, it usually takes the dog between 2 to 5 minutes to learn not to be on the end of the lead, but it is all about 
consistency from the human.  It often takes humans longer to teach ourselves not to hold the lead tight, so we also need to teach ourselves to 

change the way we use the lead.
If you have been hanging on tight to your lead as your dog pulls you down the street, then your 
muscle memory will continue to default to that action, so you’ll need to retrain yourself as well. 

The easiest way to do this is…  any time you feel the lead go tight, count 1…2…3 with a pulsate action on each count.  Keep in your mind 1 (pull), 
2 (pull), 3(pull) and make sure you release between each pull.  This will help retrain yourself to pulsate the lead.

But you also have to be very conscious of what you do with the lead when you are standing still – keep it lose and if the dog pulls, start pulsating.  
Make it the dog’s choice – either it can pull against the lead and have that crazy person pulsating on the lead, or it can stand a little closer and 

everything is cool (and it may even get a treat).
On a Head Halter the Pulsating would be much softer than on a Flat Collar, because a Head Halter is like Power Steering.  You take your guide 

from the dog’s response – if your dog responds to light pulsating, then leave it at that, if it doesn’t respond at first, then pulsate a little harder.  Once 
you reach the point where your dog is responding, continue at this level for a few more times, then slowly reduce the pulsating slightly to see if you 
can fade down the pulsating strength.  What you are aiming for is a slight twist of the wrist to pulsate the lead on a Head Halter, but it might take a 

little while for the dog and human to learn to communicate at this softer level – particularly if the dog has been a strident puller.

Typically, people with pulling dogs have learnt to hold on tight - when they try this pulsating action they pull from the shoulder which gives a slow, 
harsh reaction down the lead - their action looks like pulling the starter cord on a lawn mower and is equivalent to yelling down the lead.  It is best 

to change the movement to the wrist – this gives a quicker, softer, more refined reaction to the dog on lead.  It is the difference between continually 
yelling down the lead, or speaking softly down the lead to communicate with your dog.
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